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Much of the existing research on engineering students’ conceptual understanding focuses on identifying difficult concepts

in specific courses and curricula. Although there are a great number of findings from which engineering educators may be

able to draw, few are directly transferable from their original context and few inform instructors about how to improve

learning. This paper seeks to fill the gap by investigating conceptual understanding across four engineering disciplines.

Specifically, the present study seeks to answer the following overarching research question: What are the patterns in

engineering students’ conceptual understanding across four engineering content areas? We used an amplified secondary

qualitative data analysis to examine over 250 interviews with engineering students that were initially conducted to

understand students’ conceptual understanding in different disciplines of engineering. The engineering topics represented

in the data set includedmechanics ofmaterials, transportation engineering, fluidmechanics, and digital logic. Two themes

emerged from our analysis that apply to students’ understanding across four diverse content areas within engineering: (1)

students inappropriately group dissimilar phenomena, processes, or features, and (2) students reason using simplified

causal relationships. These themes lend themselves to suggestions for instructional practice across disciplines and for

future research areas.
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1. Introduction

Effective instruction builds on students’ existing

knowledge [1], requiring educators to know stu-

dents’ understanding prior to instruction. As part

of understanding, educators must know the errors,
and their undergirdingmisconceptions, that impede

future learning. Engineering educators and

researchers have made significant progress in cata-

loging these errors and misconceptions in a variety

of disciplines [2–4]. However, simply cataloging

common misconceptions is insufficient. These cata-

logues become unwieldy, providing few direct

insights into how to change instruction or curricula
to address these misconceptions.

The ultimate purpose of our work is to improve

undergraduate engineering education by develop-

ing the conceptual understanding of engineering

graduates. Rather than thinking error-by-error or

misconception-by-misconception, we must support

faculty in identifying student errors and adopting
appropriate instructional approaches by focusing

on patterns in cognition that generate these

common errors. Essentially, we need to move

beyond the ‘‘what’’ of taxonomies of misconcep-

tions andmove into the ‘‘why’’ behind them.A set of

patterns in students’ thinking that transcend specific

concepts or disciplines will inform strategies that

address the causes of students’ difficulties, poten-
tially addressing multiple misconceptions or foster-
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ing long-lasting changes in students’ approaches to

learning [5–6].

In this paper, we demonstrate the power and

value of patterns in students’ understanding of

engineering topics and aim to motivate future

research. To that end, the present study seeks to
answer the following overarching research ques-

tion: What are the patterns in engineering students’

conceptual understanding across concepts from

four engineering content areas? To identify these

patterns, we performed a secondary analysis on

data drawn from prior research on students’ con-

ceptual understanding of four distinct engineering

topics: mechanics of materials, transportation engi-
neering, fluid mechanics, and digital logic.

2. Background

Most existing research on engineering students’

conceptual understanding (and misunderstanding)

is tacitly organized according to courses and curri-
cula. For example research tends to focus on spe-

cific, fundamental courses [4, 7–16], or an

engineering discipline such as materials science

[17], chemical engineering [18–19], mechanical engi-

neering [20], or aerospace engineering [21]. Engi-

neering education is not alone in this narrow focus

as similar research on student understanding of the

physical sciences also generally emphasizes con-
cepts defined in terms of the courses and curricula

involved [22–28].

One notable exception is Streveler, Litzinger,

Miller, and Steif’s [3] synthesis of the literature on

concepts that have proven difficult for students in

engineering more broadly. Streveler et al. [3] sum-

marized ‘‘conceptual learning’’ in engineering and

presented common patterns in student difficulties
from three content areas of engineering: mechanics,

thermal science, and direct current circuits. In all

three content areas they found prominent and

consistent difficulties in two areas of student under-

standing: (1) ‘‘basic quantities’’ and (2) ‘‘relation-

ships among the basic quantities.’’ Inmechanics, for

example, they found that students struggled to

understand the basic quantity of ‘‘force,’’ specifi-
cally how it is a quantified interaction between two

bodies rather than a property of a single body or a

new substance in itself. Students also struggled with

the relationships between force, acceleration, and

velocity, often reasoning that force was propor-

tional to velocity rather than acceleration. Streveler

et al.’s work added to the growing taxonomy of

student difficulties, begun with the seminal work of
Halloun and Hestenes in the context of physics [29–

30]. As argued by Streveler et al., ‘‘A key question

that remains largely unanswered is what makes

some concepts so difficult to learn and some mis-

conceptions so difficult to repair?’’ [3, p. 290].

Answering this broad question requires an under-

standing of student’s conceptual knowledge across

engineering content areas that is theoretically and

empirically rigorous and focused on identifying

broader patterns.
One challenge in answering this broad question is

that theories and theoretical frameworks for con-

ceptual understanding (alternatively called concep-

tual change) are contested or have limited scope (see

the International Handbook of Research on Con-

ceptual Change [31]). Some researchers focus on

inferring cognitive processes andorganizations, and

ask questions such as whether students’ knowledge
is fragmented or theory-like or how students cate-

gorize or analogize concepts (e.g., [32]). For exam-

ple, Chi focuses on the ontological structures that

students use (or fail to use) to reason about and

categorize concepts, explaining why some, but not

all, concepts are difficult to learn. Other researchers

emphasize social and interactional data (e.g., [33]),

and ask questions such as whether out-of-context
academic questions with their implicit assumptions

are to blame for students’ apparent misconceptions

or how motivation and trust moderate changes in

conceptual understanding [34]. For example, Säljö

[35] focuses on how the adult-child power relation-

ship moderates how young children reveal correct

conceptions ormisconceptions during clinical inter-

views. The underpinning theory of conceptual
understanding forms how a study is designed and

how its results are interpreted [36] further compli-

cating the ability to look across research to answer

broad questions. Consequently, to answer our ques-

tion about patterns in conceptual change across

four engineering content areas, we initially set

theory aside to derive empirical knowledge that

will be derived from actual interviews rather than
from theory. Recognizing the importance of theory,

we then situate the empirical findings within the-

ories of conceptual change.

3. Methods

To address our research question, we have under-
taken an amplified secondary data analysis [37–38].

In this type of analysis, data collected originally for

other purposes are combined to identify ‘‘common

and/or divergent themes across data sets’’ (37, p.

48). As a secondary data analysis, we recognize that

each of these data sets has been analyzed and

published previously. Findings reported in previous

papers generally focused on incorrect aspects of
students’ understanding in terms of technical com-

petency (e.g., the biggest stress in a beam is near the

point load) and contributed to the ideas of taxo-

nomies of difficulties in different courses. The pur-
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pose of our secondary analysis is to extend prior

findings by increasing the overall sample by combin-

ing individual data sets and examining patterns

across the data sets identifying the underlying

patterns in student difficulties across contexts.

Table 1 summarizes our data sets and lists prior
publications.

For the present analysis, we compiled data from

over 250 interviews with engineering students that

were initially conducted to understand students’

conceptual understanding in different sub-disci-

plines of engineering. The engineering content

areas represented in the data set include mechanics

of materials, transportation engineering, fluid
mechanics, and digital logic. We intentionally

selected data from four prior studies because of

the similarities in data collection methods and

because they span different and similar disciplines.

For example, mechanics of materials and fluid

mechanics are content areas that are commonly

covered across multiple disciplines such as mechan-

ical engineering, chemical engineering, and materi-
als science. In contrast, transportation engineering

and digital logic are typically covered only in civil

engineering and computer science and engineering,

respectively. This combined data set, with similar

and different content areas, enabled us to look for

patterns across contexts in ways that single content

area data sets cannot.

3.1 Description of data set and collection methods

Although collected by different researchers for
different projects, there are sufficient commonalities

across the data collection methods and within the

guiding assumptions to facilitate combining the

data. All interviews were conducted with the goal

of eliciting students’ understanding of a set of

engineering concepts by providing them with a

problem or question. These interviews were

informed primarily by cognitive-focused theories,

exploring the content and structure of students’
knowledge rather than the social interactions

around knowledge. Students were asked to verba-

lize their thought process while working the pro-

blem, reasoning through the answer to a question,

or interpreting a diagram or video we provided.

These interviews were generally formatted as a

clinical interview—one in which the interview ques-

tions encourage the participants tomake statements
that can be expected to reveal their thought pro-

cesses under later analysis [49–50]. Clinical inter-

views drawing on verbalizing techniques as

described above are historically the most common

method for investigating students’ conceptual

understanding [51–52]. Thus, the commonalities in

the individual data sets include purpose (student

understanding of content-specific difficult con-
cepts), participants (undergraduate students in

engineering), and interview protocol (semi-struc-

tured interviews with open-ended questions focused

on articulating understanding of a cognitive task).

Importantly, the design of the interviewprotocols

includes a shared set of guiding assumptions. These

same assumptions hold for our secondary analysis:

� Students’ resources (cognitive, dialogical, etc.)

for answering questions or solving problems are
consistent enough tobe described by research and

influence student learning, and that students’

responses during research interviews represent

Patterns of Student Conceptual Understanding across Engineering Content Areas 1589

Table 1. Summaries of previous work used to generate our data set

Conceptual Content Summary of Research Citations

Mechanics of
Materials
(150 interviews)

� 120 semi-structured, clinical demonstration to investigate student understanding of
stresses due to bending, stresses in axially loaded members, shear and moment
diagrams

[39]

� Longitudinal study of sophomore to early-career engineering students’ understanding
of mechanics of materials (approximately 30 interviews)

[40]

Transportation
Engineering
(150 interviews)

� 75 semi-structured clinical interviews comparing faculty, engineer, and student
conceptions of sight distance and stopping sight distance

[41]

� 75 semi-structured clinical demonstration interviews investigating student
understanding of signalized intersection design

[42]

Fluid Mechanics
(110 interviews)

� 30 semi-structured interviews using questions from the Fluid Mechanics Concept
Inventory [48]

[43]

� 50 semi-structured interviews using questions from the Fluid Mechanics Concept
Inventory [48]

� 30 Longitudinal interviews of sophomore to early-career engineering students’
understanding of fluid mechanics

Digital Logic
(29 interviews)

� 30 semi-structured clinical interviews to investigate student understanding of digital
logic sub-topics such as number representations, Boolean logic, medium-scale
integrated circuits, and state

[7, 44–47]

Note:Numbers of interviews are approximate.



meaningful applications of those resources [33,

53–55].

� Our data represents episodes where students

apply their conceptual understanding to achieve

their goals in response to their interpretations of

the interviewers’ questions [56–58].
� Each student makes sense of the questions and

content in an individual way but, in general,

meaningful patterns arise that make collective

interpretations of the students’ responses valu-

able [53, 59–60].

� Researchers’ analysis of student statements is

colored by their own unique understandings of

the context and content, and although research-
ers are more likely than students to be motivated

to reflect on the limitations of their own inter-

pretations, any individual researchers’ interpre-

tation is still inherently limited by their adopted

theory and theoretical framework [33, 60].

� All of our interview data was conducted in a

context that is unique from students’ everyday

educational experiences, in that students were
interviewed in a conference room-like setting

and verbally asked about their knowledge of

engineering concepts. While this setting almost

certainly impacts students’ responses, and, there-

fore, their ‘‘knowledge’’ of the subject, our

assumption is that there is still value in data

from this controlled setting. This assumption

follows years of research on student understand-
ing and any educational research efforts that use

interview data.

3.2 Analysis

To perform the secondary analysis, we expanded on

traditional methods of analyzing clinical interview

data of student conceptual understanding by stra-
tegically combining the analyses of two researchers

with differing levels of familiarity with the content

(see also [61]). The basic analysis process consisted

of two phases: emergent analysis and thematic

analysis.

3.2.1 Emergent analysis

The emergent coding process is an essential part of
Glaser’s [43] ‘‘constant comparative’’ method of

qualitative analysis. The process requires reading

through the data (in our case, transcriptions of

clinical interviews) and identifying repeated inci-

dents that could bedefined asmembers of a category

that share a common feature. The method depends

on reevaluating the categories as new data is ana-

lyzed; we might either expand the category, or
narrow its definition as appropriate.

In our case, the emergent phase of the analysis

took an interactive approach where a content

novice (with regard to the particular interview

content) led a content expert; the content novice

would develop categories emergently, then share

and explain them to the content expert. The content

expert’s role was to challenge the categories, and to

suggest refinements or changes based on their

understanding of the content material. For exam-
ple, in a few cases the content novice identified a

pattern in student responses and interpreted it as

meaningfully revealing of the students’ preferred

approaches to a problem only to learn from the

content expert that the apparent ‘‘peculiarity’’ was a

common practice in the field and students’ were

likely only repeating formulations common in their

lectures, homework, textbooks, and exams. We
defined a content novice as someone having one or

two pertinent undergraduate courses within the last

10 yearswithout any follow-up engagementwith the

material. This enabled content familiarity but not

expertise. In contrast, the content expert had sig-

nificantly more experience in the content area,

including at least undergraduate and graduate

work. In this way the content novice was at least
familiar with the content but likely did not have the

same bias as the content expert.

Through iterative movements through stages of

instruction, coding, and discussion, the pair came to

shared interpretations of the data. Importantly, this

approach approximated researcher triangulation

[62–63] to enhance the credibility of this analysis.

Hence, the content novice-expert pairs enabled the
identification of bias, such as expert blind spot, and

led to challenges of assumptions and further data

examination and discussion until agreement was

reached. In this unique approach, the novice repre-

sented the student participant perspective better

than the expert such that essentially two different

views are offered on the data. Note that the expert-

novice pairs rotated roles depending on their per-
spective on each data subset such that an expert on

one subset might be a novice on another.

3.2.2 Thematic analysis

Finally, after both the content expert and the

content novice had each explored the data sets

multiple times, the developed sets of categories
themselves were analyzed. As a specific example,

both the content expert and the content novice

found that students often related Boolean logic to

computer programming and that reasoning in this

line tended to diverge from the correct answer. No

similarly distracting sub-discipline (i.e., computer

programming as a competing domain for Boolean

logic) was found in the context of mechanics of
materials interviews. Similarly, when examining the

student interviews regarding axially loaded mem-

bers, both researchers noted the common student

tendency to conflate the concepts of normal force,
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normal stress, normal strain, and axial loads into

the same general concept, despite their fundamental

differences as different types of phenomena; how-

ever, no similar trend was observed in the context of

Boolean logic. Taken together, however, both these

findings imply a fundamental difficulty of students
to differentiate between superficially similar con-

cepts (Boolean logic and pseudo-code, or normal

force and normal strain). We refer to these ‘‘pat-

terns-in-the-patterns’’ as ‘‘themes,’’ and the process

of identifying, testing, and elaborating them ‘‘the-

matic analysis’’ [65]. The findings presented in the

Results section are themes in that they are common

elements we have identified that tie together cate-
gories and common student tendencies.

4. Results

Through our analysis, two themes emerged that
begin to address our research question, ‘‘What are

the patterns in engineering students’ conceptual

understanding across concepts from four engineer-

ing sub-disciplines?’’ Our first pattern consists of

students’ tendencies to inappropriately group dis-

similar phenomena, processes, or features. Though

this happened in distinct ways across each of the

four fields it was a common tendency. The second
pattern identifies students’ tendency to use over-

simplified causal narratives in their reasoning. Both

of these themes are discussed below and supported

by examples from each of the sub-disciplines

included in this analysis. Findings are qualitative

and thematic, so we do not indicate the proportion

of students who demonstrated a particular pattern.

The purpose of this paper is to report findings
across multiple content areas, which means that

readers may find themselves trying to interpret

student understanding of technical material they

are not familiar with themselves. There is obviously

not space in a single paper to summarize the

engineering content covered by this data set, but

sufficient technical detail must be included to prop-

erly characterize the nuances of student understand-

ing we wish to report. To guide the reader, we have
included generalized (not referring to specific con-

tent areas) summaries for each theme and content-

specific themes (Tables 2 through 8 and Figs. 1

through 4, respectively). Moreover, to ease the

comprehension of the results from a variety of

content areas, the examples are intentionally limited

to a single concept in each sub-section, and concepts

are repeated in other sub-sections when possible.

4.1 Students often inappropriately group dissimilar

phenomena, processes or features

We find repeated examples in each content area of

students inappropriately conflating concepts.
Essentially, students are combining things that

actually need to be defined separately in order to

fully understand the course content. For example, in

mechanics of materials we find that students latch

on to twokey terms (‘‘normal’’ and ‘‘shear’’) anduse

them to conflate fundamentally different phenom-

ena. In digital logic we see students fixated on the

superficial similarities between two components to
the detriment of their defining functional differ-

ences. In our data on student understanding of

fluid mechanics, we frequently find students trying

to reason with an aggregate concept of ‘‘flow’’ that

encompasses all the pertinent fluid flow properties

presented in the course. Finally, in transportation

engineering we see students treating any stops at an

intersection as a failure, and thereby inappropri-
ately grouping the normal functioning of an inter-

section (which, by definition, must include some

stopping) with unnecessary delay.

Patterns of Student Conceptual Understanding across Engineering Content Areas 1591
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4.1.1 Mechanics of materials

Mechanics of materials is the analysis of what
happens inside an object when forces are applied

to itwithout causing it tomove.Amajor component

of mechanics of materials is calculating the stresses

that occur when an object is loaded (stresses are the

microscopic forces that hold an object together and

resist whatever forces are applied to it). All stresses

are either normal (metaphorically analogous to a

spring compressing or being stretched) or shear
(metaphorically analogous to the blades of scissors

sliding past each other). Students are taught to

calculate these stresses using the internal forces

that arise as a result of external loadings. The

analysis of stresses depends on categorizations of

external loads as either axial, bending or torsion and

internal loads as normal forces, bending moments,

shear forces, or torsional moment. Fig. 1 sum-
marizes the relationship of these distinctions and

categorizations. In our interviews, students main-

tained strong distinctions between the concepts of

‘‘normal’’ and ‘‘shear,’’ but usually did not distin-

guish between stress, strain, force, or deformation.

They instead preferred to reason with aggregated

concepts of ‘‘normal’’ and ‘‘shear’’ (see Table 2 for a

summary).
Students’ aggregated concepts were not func-

tional in many contexts. For example, students

were asked where the maximum normal stress

would occur in a member, and then a few minutes

later asked where the maximum normal strain

would occur. Most students incorrectly indicated

that maximum stress and strain would occur at the

same location. Stress and strain are related, but
strain can occur in the absence of stress in a

particular direction. For example, in an axially

loaded member there is strain in the direction

perpendicular to the load, but not stress, because

of the dimensional change in that direction.

As a further example, students were asked to

draw the normal stresses occurring at a point and

to describe what they had drawn. Students
described their drawings in terms of forces. In

response to the question, What types of stresses

are those? one student responded, ‘‘axial load

again,’’ referring back to her previous answer to

the question,What internal forces are present? Some

references were less clearly conflations of the con-

cepts of stress and force, but were still notable for

their insistent avoidance of the term ‘‘stress.’’ For
example, one student described his drawing by

saying, ‘‘so it just would be, all the normal forces

put the element in tension.’’ When asked how to

calculate the normal stresses he had drawn, the

student said that they would be equal to ‘‘P,’’

which was the label given to the axial load applied,

and is also the most common variable to assign to

internal normal force. Additionally, many students
avoided the use of any terms other than normal or

shear, for example when referring to every normal

force, stress, strain, and deformation they used the

word/phrase ‘‘normal’’ or ‘‘the normal,’’ as in ‘‘it’s

just normal, there’s no shear.’’

The researchers were only sensitized to this issue

of student vocabulary after analyzing the interview

data, and the interviewer very freely made use of the
technical vocabulary so that nearly all of the ques-

tions explicitly included the terms stress, strain, or

force as well as distinguishing whether normal or

shear phenomena were being discussed. Students

misused terms or neglected the differences between

stress, strain, and force despite these subtle prompts

from the researcher. Additionally, very few of those

interviewed confused the terms ‘‘normal’’ and
‘‘shear’’ in a similar fashion. Regardless of what

else students understood or what questions they

were able to answer, they maintained a strong

verbal distinction between shear and normal,

while simultaneously ignoring the interviewer’s dis-

tinctions between stress and force.

4.1.2 Digital logic

Students use basic digital circuit components (logic

gates) to construct more complicated circuits that

provide commonly used functionality such as select-

ing between multiple data sources. Although they

are represented similarly in schematics (a box with

lines pointing in and out), and are often presented in
the same chapter or lecture in digital logic courses,

multiplexers and decoders are structurally and

functionally different. Multiplexers manage data

transmission by selecting one data input from

Devlin Montfort et al.1592

Table 2. Summary of student understanding of the hierarchical relationships between external forces and internal reactions

Concepts Student Conceptions

When an object is subjected to forces, internal reactions occur.

There are a number of important distinctions to be made as to the
type of external force, and the different types of internal reactions.

‘‘Normal’’ versus ‘‘shear’’ is the most important distinction to be
made.

All forces and deformations are essentially ‘‘normal’’ or ‘‘shear.’’

Relation to Theme: Students group together loads, internal forces, stresses, and strains as being either ‘‘normal’’ or ‘‘shear.’’ This is
surprising and problematic because much of the conceptual and analytical content of Mechanics of Materials describes relationships
between those features that students have grouped together as being essentially the same.



among many to transmit to another component as

indicated by a binary encoded selection input.
Decoders decode an encoded binary input to deter-

mine which components in a larger circuit to enable

or disable (Fig. 2). In our data, we found that

students tended to inappropriately conflate multi-

plexers and decoders based on their superficial

similarities, such as appearance or temporal proxi-

mity of learning, rather than distinguishing them

based on function or structure (see Table 3 for a
summary).

By inappropriately grouping multiplexers and

decoders, students limited their ability to make

sense of either concept. For example, when asked

about the general purpose of decoders, many stu-

dents tried to explain them in terms of contrastswith

multiplexers, but failed because of their assumption

of fundamental commonalities. One student
responded, ‘‘a multiplexer is an electronic compo-

nent that . . . et’s see . . . it basically takes . . . how

would I describe this . . . it takes a couple wires in, it

takes like N wires in and spits out 2 to the N wires?

[. . .] A decoder is another component [draws box] it

has a bunchofwires going into it and . . . well, it’s got
a bunch ofwires going into it, and some ofwhich are

used to select what’s passed out . . . now that I think

about it . . . I’m not entirely sure if I mixed up

decoder and multiplexer or not.’’ Many students,

like this one, focused on the physical appearances of

the multiplexers and decoders as they are presented

in class, discussing ‘‘wires’’ that go ‘‘in’’ or ‘‘out’’

rather than on the purpose or functionality of the
components. Students focused on the functions of

the two constructs, but again became confused

when trying to apply their assumptions about

basic similarities. One student reasoned, ‘‘Decoders

. . . SoMUXes [sic- term formultiplexers] are taking

several inputs and outputting . . . decoders take . . . I

reallywant to say that a decoder takes several inputs

and output one . . . I’m thinking if a decoder outputs
. . . takes several outputs . . . I mean inputs . . . if a

decoder takes several inputs and outputs one output

or if it takes one input and outputs several outputs

. . . I’m going with outputs . . . several [draws 4 out]
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Fig. 2. Summary of the differences between decoders and multiplexers.

Table 3. Summary of student understanding of the differences between multiplexers and decoders

Concepts Student Conceptions

Multiplexer: a combination of smaller circuit components
that selects between multiple data inputs via selection inputs,
outputting only one data signal.

Decoder: a combination of smaller circuit components that
activates or deactivates outputs based on an encoded binary
input signal.

Multiplexers and decoders are basically the same, except that
multiplexers have multiple inputs and decoders have multiple
outputs.

Relation toTheme:Students groupmultiplexers anddecoders together by trying to define themrelative to eachother (e.g., ‘‘amultiplexer is
like a backwards decoder’’). This grouping is problematic because such components are defined entirely by their functions, and decoders
and multiplexers have fundamentally different uses.



for 2 inputs [draws 2 in].’’ The construction of the

two student quotes are strikingly similar; both

students start several lines of reasoning and shift

their focus from multiplexers to decoders in search-

ing for a meaningful way to describe either one

based on the physical characteristics of the drawn
circuits.

Most students who were able to distinguish

between multiplexers and decoders did so using

artificial and ineffective metrics and were unable

to apply their understandings to design problems.

One student stated, ‘‘Decoders go smaller to larger,

MUXes go larger to smaller,’’ and a significant

minority of students attempted to define decoders
andmultiplexers as ‘‘opposites.’’ These distinctions,

while not incorrect, were not useful to the partici-

pants when they were asked to schematically design

a particular multiplexer or to explain or predict the

outputs from decoders and multiplexers. In parti-

cular, defining MUXes as devices that go from

‘‘larger to smaller’’ does not include the function

of a MUX, and therefore does not remind students
that they can be used to select one data input from

many to send to the one data output.

4.1.3 Fluid mechanics

In fluidmechanics, students are often asked to relate

various characteristics of a flowing fluid to one

another. Most often these characteristics are volu-
metric flowrate, velocity, pressure, and flowing area

(i.e., the size of the pipe or channel conveying the

flow). Because of the conservation of energy, it is

often possible to relate any two of these character-

istics given the appropriatemeasurements. Students

are taught to consider fluid flow as a dynamic

equilibrium of mass and energy, where the energy

is balanced between three forms: elevation (a form
of potential energy), velocity (a form of kinetic

energy), and pressure (another form of potential

energy). Fig. 3 presents an example of this energy

balance. Students often struggled to understand this

balance however, and often used an aggregated

concept of ‘‘flow’’ which seemed to include elements

of pressure, volumetric flowrate, and velocity. These

characteristics are closely related, but students
would gloss over important functional distinctions

by occasionally treating them as interchangeable or

synonymous (Table 4).

Students were asked to compare the velocity and
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Fig. 3. Summary figure presenting fluid flow as an equilibrium between three different forms of energy in the flowing fluid.

Table 4. Summary of student understanding of the characteristics of fluid flow

Concepts Student Conceptions

Fluid flow is a dynamic equilibrium of mass and energy.

Energy is balanced between kinetic (the velocity of the flow),
potential (the elevation), and pressure.

‘‘Fluid flow’’ is single idea made up of pressure, velocity, elevation,
and depth.

Relation to Theme: Students conflate multiple components of a system (pressure, velocity, energy) together into one concept. They often
incorrectly predict how the features of the systemwill change because they expect all the changes to be in the same direction (e.g., pressure,
velocity, and energy will all ‘‘go up’’) rather than complementing or balancing each other.



pressure in a pressurized pipe before and after the

pipe diameter got smaller. Nearly every student

correctly stated in some way that ‘‘flow’’ would

remain the same. In terms of the mass or volume

flowrate, students are correct to state that it will

remain the same. Students incorrectly extended this
idea using their conflated idea of ‘‘flow,’’ however,

to also claim that pressure and velocity would stay

the same. Velocity will increase in the smaller

section of pipe (to comply with conservation of

mass), and pressure will decrease (to comply with

conservation of energy.)

In some ways, students’ reasoning is admirably

complex. As evidenced by their own explanations,
many students were drawing on the continuity

equation. This equation states that because mass is

conserved in a closed system, the mass or volume

flowrate must be the same at any two points in that

system. Many students extrapolated from that con-

cept to reason that because the areawas decreased in

the section of pipe with the smaller diameter, the

velocity must increase in order tomaintain the same
volumetric flowrate. Students’ reasoning fell apart,

however, when they attempted to apply their con-

cept of flow to the question of how the pressure

would change. Some students argued that the pres-

sure would stay the same, and supported this claim

by restating that the ‘‘flow’’ would be the same.

Others decided that the pressure must increase if the

velocity increased because, again, the ‘‘flow’’ would
be the same. Because studentswere using a conflated

concept that referred generally to the whole flow

regime, they were unable to successfully use this

concept to distinguish between pressure and velo-

city. Most students confidently applied the conti-

nuity equation to determine that the velocity would

increase, but then inappropriately tried to relay this

finding into a statement about the pressure, assum-
ing that they were both aspects of the same ‘‘flow.’’

Students particularly confused volumetric flow-

rate and pressure; for example, by referring to the

‘‘pressure flow’’ or stating that houses drawing

water from the system would be causing ‘‘pressure

losses’’ or ‘‘using pressure,’’ as if the pressure was a

substance of limited quantity flowing into the

homes. Pressure is a property of the fluid, and the
pressure in a pipe and system of pipes certainly

changes over space and time (e.g., pressure can

decrease over the length of a flat and uniform

diameter pipe as a result of energy loss). However,

pressure is not used up in this process. Such usages

often led students to incorrectly treat both pressure

and flow as the cause and effect of the other.

Students were typically aware of their confusion of
these concepts, but unable to identify the source of

the difficulty. For example, in the following

exchange a student was asked to explain his state-

ment that a new reservoir would increase the pres-

sure of the water system at a point:

Interviewer: Right, yeah. So how would it increase the
pressure there?

Student: This is applying the pressure, and this has
some flow rate. This is creating a flow rate here. This is
creating a flow here. So I guess it would have to
contribute to the system increasing pressure.

Interviewer: Okay. Because of the–because of what?

Student: I’m trying to remember how pressure is
actually calculated if it’s based on the height of it. It’s
a pressure pounds per square inch.We’re given a height
here. My mind is all over the place right now.

Interviewer: Okay we can move on. I don’t want to
interrupt you though if you want to finish this.

Student: One or the other needs to be known because
flow rate is by number the weight per cubic volume.

Interviewer: You said ‘‘one or the other needs to be
known.’’ Which two things are you referring to?

Student: Pressure or flow rate, so the pressure is going
to be based on gravity which is I don’t remember, some
constant. So pressure is going to be based on you have
gravity affecting some area at the top of the tank to
create a pressure. Elevation plays into that. Yeah, I’m
all over the place. Now I’m just confusing myself.

The student clearly communicates the experience of

the confusion (‘‘my mind is all over the place right

now’’), and incorporates a number of partially

correct and useful concepts and observations (e.g.,

that the pressure in this system is determined by

gravity which is measured as elevation). However,

the student is fundamentally confused about the

differences between pressure and flow in this con-
text. His clearest and first idea is that ‘‘This is

applying the pressure, and this has some flow

rate.’’ He is then unable to determine the difference

between those two statements because, for him,

pressure, velocity, and flow are amalgamated into

a single concept.

4.1.4 Transportation engineering

In intersections that are controlled by traffic lights

with sensors (rather than just timers), two different

events can cause the green indication to change: a

gap out and a max out. A gap out occurs when too
much time elapses between the sensors detecting

new cars approaching the intersection (i.e., the

‘‘gap’’ between cars is too large), and a max out

occurs when a predefinedmaximum amount of time

passeswithout a gapout.Gapouts andmaxouts are

defined by design variables that indicate how much

time is allowed to pass between vehicles being

detected and how long a single green indication is
allowed to continue without changing. The only

way a green light can change is through either a

gapout or amaxout (Fig. 4). In this study, we found

that students inappropriately associated both gap
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outs and max outs with a failure of the intersection
(Table 5).

Although students were easily able to explain the

differences between gap outs and max outs, they

were often unable to predict which would occur in a

given situation, especially when those predictions

carried implications of design flaws or failure. For

example, students were asked whether a gap out or

max out would occur if a particular design variable
were set to be ‘‘less than optimum.’’ This design

variable relates safety and design speed to gap

timers, and is usually designed to cause gap outs

so that low-traffic lanes get less ‘‘green time’’ than

high-traffic lanes. Because students associated gap

outs and max outs with failure, many of them tried

to develop a direct relationship between the design

variable in question and the occurrence of specific
gap outs or max outs, saying for example, ‘‘Yeah, if

it [referring to the design variable] is too small you’ll

probably have a gap out.’’ This student significantly
referred to ‘‘a gap out,’’ showing that their reason-

ing equated a sub-optimal design variable with a

specific one-time occurrence. This was the most

common kind of response to this question. More

productive reasoning would not argue that the

design variable would cause a specific gap out or

max out, but would cause gap outs and max outs to

occur in patterns that hindered the flow of traffic.
The students’ reasoning makes sense, however, in

light of their conflation of the concepts of failure

and gap out or max out.

A particularly clear example of this conflation of

concepts occurred with a student who was above

average in her ability to explain the concepts of max

outs and gap outs. Part of the interview process was

to show the participants a video clip of an animated
intersection, including a text box listing important

design variables and measurements. This student
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Fig. 4. Three examples of how a controlled intersection could end a green light.

Table 5. Summary of student understanding of how the lights change in an actuated signal

Concepts Features of Student Understandings

Two events are used to cause the lights to change in an
intersection controlled by sensors and traffic lights:

Gap out occurs where there is too large of a gap between cars
entering the intersection.

Max out occurs when the green light has been green for the
maximum amount of time allowed for a single green light.

Gap outs, max outs, and cars waiting are forms of failure for
intersections.

Relation to Theme: Students inappropriately conflate the idea of an intersection failing and the features of its normal function. Failure is in
fact defined by delay times, while ‘‘gap outs’’ and ‘‘max outs’’ are simply mechanisms to trigger a traffic light to change.



correctly identified where the gap out occurred, and

strongly implied that this gap outwas an intentional

result of the design, saying, ‘‘Essentially that means

there wasn’t as much traffic over there in the queue

compared to the right where there was a long queue

built up . . .’’ At this point, the student appears to be
using the concepts of gap out and max out sepa-

rately as potential design outcomes. The next ques-

tion in the interview, however, is ‘‘what does it mean

to say that a phase terminates too early?’’ The

student is slow to respond to this question, and

turns to the animated intersection as an example,

saying, ‘‘for example, on the right hand side where

there is a large queue, if it terminates too early that
means that the queue wouldn’t have all been served,

so only like half of the queuewouldhave been served

and that leads to cycle failures and that is something

that drivers really do not like.’’ The student has

subtly shifted her reasoning from explaining how

the system is working (i.e., by triggering a gap out),

to describing that same function as a failure (i.e., by

triggering a max out). This student’s inappropriate
grouping of the concepts of gap out, max out, and

cycle failure is particularly interesting in light of her

otherwise high conceptual understanding. This

emphasizes the pervasiveness of this trend in student

understanding.

4.2 Students’ reasoning using simplified causal

relationships

Across our data sets, we found that students seek to

find the causes of phenomena under study, and seem

to prefer simplistic, one-to-one causal relationships.

These tendencies persist even in the face of directly

contradictory instruction. In mechanics of materi-

als, students repeatedly assume that internal forces

will look just like external loads, and justify this
assumption with the reasoning that the loads cause

the internal forces. In digital logic, students treat a

simple logical relationship as a causal relationship,

and therefore make incorrect assumptions about

how the logical relationship will function. In fluid

mechanics, students tend to see the fluid flow as a

phenomena that is caused by the physical system,

causing them to ignore features of flow that causally
affect other elements and to place undue emphasis

on obvious physical features (such as the roughness

of the pipe) that do not exert a large influence on the

flow. Similarly, in transportation engineering, stu-

dents assume that a causal relationship defines the

system they are in fact learning to design.

4.2.1 Mechanics of materials

The relationship between applied loads and internal

loads and stresses is a complicated interaction of

geometry and material properties. As shown in

Fig. 1, the same kind of loading can result in

different kinds of internal reactions (i.e., internal

forces and stresses), and the same internal reactions

sometimes result from different external loads.

Students in our study, however, incorrectly attrib-

uted singular and direct causes to the internal

reactions.
When discussing bending, for example, students

often assumed a direct causal relationship between

the applied load and the resulting stresses rather

than analyzing how the loading and member geo-

metry resulted in combinations of normal and shear

stresses. As discussed in the previous discussion of

mechanics of materials, many students argued that

bending would not cause normal stresses. Their
justification of this statement was based on the

fact that there were no loads acting in the direction

that they believed the normal stresses would be

acting. The correlation between the direction of

external load and the nature of internal reaction

simplifies the entire subject of materials of

mechanics into a simple, one-to-one causal relation-

ship. Fig. 1 is intended to show, among other things,
the difficulty in attributing any singular cause to a

phenomenon of interest.

A significant proportion of the students that

made this argument were also able to calculate the

normal stresses as a result of bending, or even sketch

their distributions. This inconsistency highlights the

fact that their difficulties related to their under-

standing of the causes of the normal stresses and
their assumption that those causes must be obvious

and direct (such as a force acting in the same

direction). When this critical step was skipped or

simplified somehow (for example by simply asking

students to calculate or draw the normal stresses,

instead of asking if there were normal stresses),

students recalled key equations and performed the

calculations easily.
When asked to compare the intensity of internal

stresses as a result of bending, students reasoned

that they would be the highest closest to the point

loads, again reasoning that the applied loads

directly, locally, and immediately cause stresses in

the member. As evidence of this, students described

the intensity of normal stresses as depending only on

the distance from the point load; for example,
arguing that it will be ‘‘worst’’ directly under the

load or ‘‘really deformed there.’’

Again, this suggests an expectation of sequential,

observable relationships between causes and effects,

and again this expectation seems to eclipse other

forms of understanding (i.e., the students’ own

calculations or diagrams). In a revealing variation,

some students related normal stress tomoment, and
could draw the distribution of moment in the beam,

but did not use this understanding when asked

about normal stresses in the beam. In one case, the
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student even wrote the three-term equation that

relates moment to normal stress but still incorrectly

argued that, based on the direction of the loading,

no normal stresses were present.

In some cases, students’ preferred explanations

(that external forces directly cause stresses acting in
the same direction as the applied loads) resulted in

acceptable answers, despite being based on unac-

ceptable simplifications. For example, under certain

loadings the normal stresses in a beam do occur

under the applied load. The intensity of the stress,

however, is not directly caused by proximity to the

load. A more complete explanation (that a coin-

cidence of the beam’s geometry leads to the internal
moment being greatest under point loads, combined

with the fact that normal stresses are greatest at the

upper and lower surfaces of the beam because of

their distance from the centroid) may not be clear to

readers unfamiliar with mechanics of materials.

This difficulty serves as an excellent example of

what we mean by ‘‘simplified causal narratives.’’

The students’ explanation involves two phenomena
in a simple relationship: external forces cause inter-

nal stresses. The natures of ‘‘external loads’’ or

‘‘internal stresses’’ are largely unimportant to their

relationship. In our explanation, however, external

forces are described in terms of geometry in two

dimensions as well as the analytical construct of

‘‘internal moment’’ before being related to internal

stresses.

4.2.2 Digital logic

In Boolean logic, Boolean functions are created by

evaluating the interactions between two or more

independent predicates (or variables). For example,

the statement ‘‘there is a stop sign’’ is a predicate

that can be true or false independent of a second
predicate ‘‘a car is coming to a stop’’; a stop sign

may exist independent of a car’s motion and a car

may stop in the absence of a stop sign. A Boolean

function describes the relationship between these

independent predicates when they interact with a

dependent law such as ‘‘If a stop sign is present, then

a car must come to a stop.’’ When students reason

aboutBoolean expressions, theyoftenuse simplified

causal reasoning (A causes B to happen) rather than

more appropriate analysis of independent predi-

cates (see Table 6 for a summary).

Students were asked to explain themeaning of the

expression ‘‘IF-THEN’’ in Boolean logic. Students
explicitly stated it was causal, saying for example,

‘‘If A then B, I would say it’s like a cause and effect

type of relationship where if whatever A is true then

that means that B is automatically true.’’ This

statement is akin to incorrectly saying that a stop

sign ‘‘automatically’’ causes a car to stop. When

providing examples for their reasoning, students

used simplified causal chains, ‘‘Like, if it is true
that it’s raining, then it’s also true that you should

use your windshield wipers. But then if A isn’t true,

if it’s not raining, then there’s no reason to use your

windshield wipers.’’ This simple causal reasoning

ignores the crucial independence of the two predi-

cates (A and B) and replaces the conditional logical

relationship (i.e., a set of conditions that need to be

met in order for the statement to be ‘‘true’’) with a
more familiar, but ultimately misleading causal

relationship in which one predicate (A) leads to

the other (B). Students introduced volition or obli-

gation as the causal agent (‘‘Should use your wind-

shieldwipers’’). This context provides an interesting

contrast with the other content areas because in this

context the students are introducing the idea of

causality into an inappropriate context, rather
than applying overly simple causes to the phenom-

ena they are asked to explain.

4.2.3 Fluid mechanics

In our studies of fluid mechanics, students’ reason-

ing was often focused on identifying causes and

agency, despite the explicit focus of the analysis on
description, rather than causal attribution. As sum-

marized inFig. 3, fluidmechanics is best understood

as an established equilibrium where some features

can be explained as consequences to others, but not

direct causes. Students’ emphasis on overly simpli-

fied causal relationships is the single most promi-

nent feature of their conceptual understanding of
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Table 6. Summary of student understanding of IF-THEN statements in Boolean logic

Concepts Student Conceptions

IF-THEN statements are rules that describe the relationship
between two independent conditions.

IF A THEN B is false (i.e., the rule is broken) when
condition A is met and condition B is not.

The rule is not broken when condition B is met but A is not,
because the rule does not govern this set of circumstances.

IF-THEN statements reveal a causal relationship. IF A THEN B
suggests that B cannot occur or be true without A first occurring or
being true.

Relation to Theme: Students struggle to apply a basic logical relationship because they inappropriately assume the relationship also
involves causal links.



fluid mechanics. Our studies included open-channel

and pressurized pipe flow, and questions at the

system (e.g., predicting the effects of changes on a

small water distribution system) and component
(e.g., predicting the behavior of a single section of

pipe) levels. In particular, students seemed to treat

velocity as the result of the other features of the flow

or system (see Table 7 for a summary).

When asked how changes in an open channel

system (e.g., changing channel roughness, a weir, or

a drop in the channel bottom) would affect the flow

characteristics, students reasoned that the feature of
interest would cause a change in velocity, which

would cause a change in channel depth according to

the conservation ofmass. This is incorrect because it

assumes a causal chain between certain features of

the channel and flow depth. In almost no circum-

stances is there a direct relationship—upstream and

downstream features of the channel and flow affect

the balance of energy at any particular point, and
therefore changes at a point cannot be considered as

directly causing predictable outcomes.

Similarly, students used the equation form of the

conservation of mass (volumetric flow rate equals

the velocity times the area of flow) as a causal

relationship governing pressurized pipe flow. For

example, one student reasoned, ‘‘I’m trying to come

upwith an equation relating pressure to velocity and
area. That’s what I’m thinking. I guess that’d be

flow. Flow is velocity and area.... So you can

increase the flow by increasing either the velocity

or the area. So obviously if you increase the area you

increase the flow without changing the velocity. I’m

not sure how flow relates to pressure.’’ Similarly to

other student statements, this one assumes that

changes to any variable in the equation will cause
corresponding changes to the other variables. There

are obviously relations between variables in these

fluid equations, but not in the simplified way that

students portrayed them.

Even when discussing pressure without reference

to equations, students preferred a direct, single-

agent cause. Most students, for example, viewed

pressure in a pressurized pipe system as being a
result of the water being ‘‘squished’’ or ‘‘forced’’

into the pipe. This reasoning is interesting in that it

highlights the students’ tendency to reason using

direct causal agents, even in the absence of any such

explainable agent because most students could not

explainwhatwas ‘‘forcing’’ water through the pipes.

For example, one student reasoned that pressure
would increase in a smaller pipe because ‘‘So all the

pressure is being—all the water’s being compressed

when it gets to these changes in diameter, so it has

to—so it experiences more pressure as it goes

through the pipe.’’ Both of the students’ attempts

at describing what happens (‘‘. . . so it has to—so it

experiences . . .’’) are notable for their focus on a

causal linkage using theword ‘‘so,’’ and their lack of
a direct cause. The student is unable to say why the

water ‘‘has’’ to do something, or why it ‘‘experi-

ences’’ more pressure. In explaining the same pre-

diction (that pressure will go up in a smaller pipe)

another student said, ‘‘Because if they’re trying to

press the volume, basically, the flow here needs to

stay the same here in a smaller area. So with the

velocity increasing the pressure. So more water has
to go in that small area or go through it.’’ Again

there is an emphasis on what ‘‘has’’ to happen, but

this student also refers to a non-specific ‘‘they’’ who

is pressing the water into the smaller pipe.

4.2.4 Transportation engineering

Transportation engineering provides a particularly
interesting case in terms of students’ tendency to

assume inappropriately simple causal descriptions

because the phenomena under investigation are

largely designed systems in which the causal rela-

tionships are introduced by the designer. For exam-

ple, in the logic map shown in Fig. 4, the times

shown as gray bars (the maximum green time,

maximum allowable gap, and passage time) are all
chosen by engineers tomaximize the efficiency of the

intersection—they are related primarily by their

purpose in achieving the engineer’s overall goal.

Even in this context, though, it is possible to see

students’ preference for direct causal explanations

that are often too simplified to be applied to pro-

blem solving. In this study, students preferred to

explain the relationships between variables as one of
direct cause, rather than one mediated by the

purposes and goals of the designing engineer.

For example, students were asked to describe the

relationship between ‘‘passage time’’ and ‘‘detector
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Table 7. Summary of student understanding of the causes of fluid flow

Concepts Student Conceptions

The energy at any two points in a flowing fluid will be the
same if it is accounted for in terms of velocity, pressure,
elevation, and friction losses.

A flow’s velocity is caused by features of the pipe or channel it is
flowing in.

Relation to Theme: Students assume that some system components (the physical features of the pipes or channels) cause other system
components (e.g., velocity, pressure, depth), ignoring all the course content describing the dynamic balance between the various system
components.



length.’’ Passage time is the estimated amount of

time required for a car to clear the intersection, and

is therefore an important design variable in deter-

mining the timing of the lights. Detector length

refers to the sensors used to detect when cars are

approaching or entering an intersection. A longer

detector means that cars must travel a longer dis-

tance between being detected and clearing the inter-
section, and will therefore require more time. This

fact would need to be considered by the designer

determining the passage time. Students ignored the

role of the designer in their responses, and instead

described the situation as a direct causal relation-

ship between the detector length and the passage

time (see Table 8 for a summary).

Students approached the relationship between
passage time and detector length as an equation:

Interviewer: What other variables affect passage time?

Student: So passage time there, we have maximum
allowable headway [indicating an equation written
down] somore passage time,moremaximumallowable
headway. We have the detector zone length, the more
passage time, the less detection zone length. We have
length of vehicle. Because the equation is maximum
allowable headway equals passage time plus detection
zone length plus length of vehicle over or divided by
this.

Interviewer: How does detection zone length affect the
setting for passage time?

Student: So, for passage time, the more passage time,
the less detection zone length or the more detection
zone length the less passage time. It will be in the
opposite direction.

This explanation moves beyond the typical two-

variable approach, but still emphasizes a one-to-one
explanation where one variable causes an up-or-

down change in another, which leaves out the

crucially important mediating role of the designer.

Students assumed a direct relationship without

referring to an equation or variables. For example,

one student reasoned that a longer detector would

lead to less passage time because ‘‘Yeah, in that

vehicles would be detected farther from the inter-
section. So the gap out wouldn’t occur as soon, I

think.’’ This reasoning follows the reasoning that

the detector length and passage time are directly

related, this time through the phenomenon of a

‘‘gap out.’’ As a contrast, consider a different

student’s explanation of the relationship between

two important variables.

Student: If it’s longer [referring to detection length, the
first variable]? Probably up [referring to the passage
time, the second variable].

Interviewer: Why is that?

Student: Because doesn’t the detectionmeasure it from
calls being made—the call’s being made from the time
the front bumper enters the detection zone to the time
the back bumper leaves, right?

Interviewer: Mm-hmm.

Student: So maybe you wouldn’t need to make it
longer, because the call’s being made, so passage time
won’t start until it exits the detection zone, right?

Interviewer: Mm-hmm.

Student: So it would matter more the placement than
the length of it.

While this explanation is technically incorrect (pla-

cement is fairly standardized, so length is the key

variable), this student clearly references the indirect

relationship between passage time and detector
length as mediated by the designer. He says, ‘‘you

wouldn’t need to make it longer,’’ which is subtly,

but significantly different than previous students’

reasoning of ‘‘the more detector zone length the less

passage time.’’

5. Discussion

The purpose of this researchwas to identify patterns

in engineering students’ conceptual understanding

that transcend specific difficulties in any one disci-

pline. Two themes emerged from this pattern ana-

lysis: (1) students often inappropriately group

dissimilar phenomena, processes, or features, and

(2) students reason using simplified causal relation-

ships. In this section, we first interpret these findings
in light of current literature and then we highlight

implications for instructional practice and educa-

tional research.

5.1 Interpretation of findings

In the original analyses of this data, the research
findings focused on documenting the specific mis-

conceptions or inappropriate schema that hindered

students’ learning and performance [38, 40, 42, 44–

47]. The shortcoming of these analyses was their

emphasis on the ‘‘what’’ of students’ conceptual
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Table 8. Summary of student understanding of the relationship between passage time and detector length

Concepts Student Conception

Passage time and detector length are balanced to achieve
specific goals, including the minimizing of delay.

Higher passage time causes lower detector length.

Relation to Theme:When learning how to design a system so that it works well together, students inappropriately assume that one part of
the system (passage time) causes a change in another part of the system (detector length), instead of recognizing that the system must be
intentionally designed to maintain the relationship between them.



understanding. Similarly, previous cross-disciplin-

ary literature studies, such as the synthesis of

Streveler et al. (2008), emphasized the ‘‘what’’ of

students’ understanding and documented that stu-

dents struggled to understand basic quantities and

their interrelationships. Discovering the ‘‘what’’ of
students’ difficulties (e.g., taxonomies) is a critical

first step in understanding how instruction should

be structured to alleviate those difficulties, but these

prior efforts have lacked the explanatory power that

enables transfer across settings. This research study

extends this prior work by adopting a study design

that forces a focus on discovering the ‘‘why’’ of

students’ difficulties.
The first theme of inappropriate groupings empha-

sizes the importance of the organization of knowl-

edge in students’ acquisition of new concepts in

accordance with theories that focus on the coher-

ence of students’ knowledge organization (e.g.,

knowledge-in-pieces or naı̈ve theory). First, stu-

dents do acquire the vocabulary of the discipline

insofar as they recognize that the disciplinary ter-
minology is relevant to their understanding. Stu-

dents recognize terms such as stress, strain, or force

as relevant to a topic and even use themwith varying

degrees of success, but they struggle to create

nuancedmeanings that carry discipline-appropriate

norms and distinctions for those terms. Second,

these inappropriate groupings extend beyond the

use of proper terms to the use of symbols and
diagrams, as seen with students’ struggles with

multiplexers and decoders. This type of grouping

fails to recognize disciplinary distinctions, and

inappropriately links concepts that are represented

with arrows and boxes.

This theme suggests a deeper explanation for why

students struggle to accurately construct disciplin-

ary knowledge. Students may rely on simple rather
than complex organizations of knowledge such that

they fail to perceive the complexity of the systems

that they are being asked to study. Initial learning

efforts result incoarsematchesbetweennewtermsor

concepts to each other or to previously acquired

knowledge.Thesematches canbechaoticdepending

on what students find relevant. For example, many

students matched the terms normal and sheer to
horizontal and vertical, respectively. The represen-

tationof these terms in forcesor stressesondiagrams

is reminiscent of axes or force decompositions that

students have previously encountered. Hence, the

mapping of ‘‘normal’’ to ‘‘horizontal’’ or ‘‘sheer’’ to

‘‘vertical’’ is a simple grouping that facilitates early

learning and sensemaking but obscures the complex

atomic interactions that criticallydistinguishes these
two concepts for the expert.

Similarly, the second theme of simplified causal

narratives reveals students’ trajectory from simple

explanations to complex. This finding in particular

aligns well with Chi’s prior work that students

prefer directly causal narratives to more complex

emergent models [66–68]. However, our observa-

tions extend this preference for causal narratives to

be preferred over all other types of explanations.
This extension is particularly salient in the domains

of Boolean logic and signalized intersections, which

are synthetic, man-made systems that lack the

emergence often found in the natural systems stu-

died by Chi. By ‘‘synthetic’’ we argue that these

systems are derived as syntheses of different ele-

ments from different scales or approaches to the

problems in the domain. In signalized intersections,
for example, some components of the system are

defined by the physics of acceleration, the psychol-

ogy of drivers, the neurophysiology of reaction

time, the desired average waiting time for drivers,

the preferred type and length of sensor, or the

intended volume of traffic to be accommodated.

Explanations for the processes examined in our

data sets are necessarily complex, but they are not
emergent. Yet, students still prefer direct, causal

explanations in their reasoning.

As with the theme of inappropriate groupings,

students’ use of direct simplified causal narratives

reveals a commitment to simple rather than com-

plex organizations of knowledge. The rule ‘‘correla-

tion does not imply causation’’ can illustrate this

principle. The misconception that correlation
implies causation is a simple explanation that is

invalidated when the correlation is caused by a

more complex system that created the correlation.

Similarly, this direct, causal reasoning is a useful

form of reasoning, except in the typically complex

systems that students encounter in engineering. This

reliance on simple versus complex knowledge orga-

nizations suggests future directions for research and
instructional interventions.

5.2 Implications for practice and research

In our problem statement, we argued that rather

than thinking error-by-error or misconception-by-

misconception, we need to identify patterns in

student thinking that underlie a broad array of
conceptual difficulties. To that end, we have identi-

fied two such patterns that have implications for

instructional practice and for future research.

Both of our themes, inappropriate groupings and

use of simplified causal narratives, suggest that

instructors must understand and accept that stu-

dents’ understandings are multi-dimensional and

complex. The design of instructional interventions
must move beyond identifying what students did

wrong and be able to target the mechanisms that

facilitated that type of thinking. Our findings sug-

gest that interventions that increase students’ com-
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fort with complex systems, akin to Chi’s ontology

training [69], may offer pathways for alleviating a

variety of students’ conceptual difficulties. For

example, instruction about computing systems

could begin with an assembly line analogy rather

than introducing each component individually.
Each person in the assembly line has a different

role and wears a different hat: machine operator

wears a hard hat; quality control wears a hair net,

etc. The role or function of the individuals and not

their appearance is critical in understanding the

assembly line, and only certain distinct markings

(the hat rather than the eye color or height) are

important in interpreting an individual’s role. In the
same way, to understand a computer architecture,

students need to know the various roles of compo-

nents and the distinct markings (i.e., labeling con-

ventions) that indicate those roles. In providing

students with names and examples for complex

but easily understood systems, students can create

cognitive structures to which they can map future

complex systems.
Research must similarly extend our understand-

ing of how students transition from these simplistic

conceptual structures to complex structures. Future

research could explore to what extent these transi-

tions are developmental and inevitable or to what

extent training and experience with complex sys-

tems can improve future learning. Alternatively,

research can explore how much and how well the
nuances and distinctions of a discipline are learned

through discourse and becoming embedded into a

community of practice.

6. Conclusion

Through this study we identified two themes in

students’ understanding of concepts from four

different engineering content areas. We therefore
conclude that there is value in studying students’

conceptual understanding with cross-disciplinary

datasets. In particular, this approach forces an

emphasis on discovering why students have difficul-

ties rather than only on identifying what difficulties

exist. This approach allows one to think system-

atically about howwe can help students learnwithin

engineering. Based on the findings from our study
we recommend that future researchwithin engineer-

ing education explore how to help students rely less

on simple explanations and organizations within

the conceptually complex domains of engineering.

While initially limited to the four content areas, we

believe it is worthwhile to investigate if these pat-

terns hold in a larger dataset.
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